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	TITLE: Disrupt the bacterial growth in the insect vector to block the transmission of Candidatus Liberibacter Asiaticus to citrus, the causal agent of citrus greening disease
	DATE: 11/7/2013
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Infection Consequences]
	ABSTRACT:  "The main aim of this project is to express molecules in plant that interfere the growth and ACP- transmission of CLas "Brief description:Genome of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas) reveals the presence of luxR that encodes LuxR protein, one of the two components cell-to-cell communication systems. But the genome lacks the second components; luxI that produce Acyl-Homoserine Lactone (AHL) suggesting that CLas has a solo LuxR system. We confirmed the functionality of LuxR by expressing in E. coli and the acquisition of different AHLs We detect AHLs in the insect vector (psyllid) healthy or infected with CLas but not in citrus plant meaning that Insect is the source of AHL. Main findings:1-Using different bacterial biosensor, we partly identify these AHLs (number of Carbon).CLas biofilm formation on the surface of insect Gut confirms the presence of cell-to-cell communication in insect while the planktonic state of CLas in plant indicate the absence of this communication. 2- In plant, we found molecules that bind to LuxR but inactive its function (plant defense). We try now to characterize these molecule and study their effect on biofilm formation inside insect. We use purified molecule to feed infected insect through artificial diet system.3-We produced citrus plants that express LuxR protein in the phloem sap in order to test I- If the acquired LuxR proteins in insect interfere with the biofilm formation in insect (cure the insect from CLas)II- if the expression of LuxR in plant induce biofilm formation (localize the infection in plant)We found that feeding infected ACP with CLas on the LUXR expressing plants reduce the bacterial populations in insect and reduced the infection rate significantly. This result strongly indicates that we can target this system to interfere with the insect transmission and the spread of Disease.In last few months we focused on identifying the AHL- like molecules in plant Phloem sap. For that were analyzed the phloem sap chemical composition from suspectable and resistant varieties of citrus. "Finding for this report: We have identified molecules that are structurally non-related to AHL but reported in other system for their capacity to bind to bacterial LuxR such as GABA and  Riboflavin like compound.   We are testing these comound for their ability to bind to CLas-LuxR and induce the GFP fluorescence using our E. coli-LuxR biosensor.    The main aim of this project is to express molecules in plant that interfere the growth of CLas in insect by feeding. 
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